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Maritime Woods 
By Kevin Day-Thorburn, FRCNA 

I'm not sure if anyone ever sets out on a direct path to collect 
wooden nickels. In my case, I had them given to me when attending 
varying conventions, picked them up as extras in auction lots at 
coin club meetings, or spotted something in a junk bin that seemed 
to fit with other items in my collection.  Before I knew it, I had a box 
full of them. Then on some rainy Sunday, they were sorted, 
catalogued, and then I was a wood collector.


All joking aside, they are excellent representations of history, 
especially numismatic history. They are often very personal, which is 
something that speaks to me. Subjects cover local attractions, 
politics, religion, hobbies, and business. They come in different 
shapes and are rarely perfect, which is perfectly appealing. They 
can span interests too; the Earl Salterio piece shown fits in my 
collection as a Maritime wood, but I'm sure a collector of Alberta 
woods would have it in their collection too.


I've largely limited myself to Maritime woods and especially enjoy 
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seeing the pieces issued by local numismatic icons, many of which I never had the opportunity to know. Yet 
these personal productions give me insight to who they were. I like that. Just look at the Nelson Boltz 
piece (which was issued in a personally stamped coin envelope). The ambitious religious design warranting 
examination on one side and his choice of words on the other tell me something about him. These woods are 
not unlike art medals created by renowned sculptors in that there are interpretations to be made.




It hasn't gone unnoticed that some woods are gaining respect in numismatic auctions too. If you find yourself 
drawn to a certain piece, don't ignore that intuition.
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Hobby Updates 
Most importantly, our November 17, 2020 meeting is still on. We are at the new venue, the Hampton Inn & Suites, 
Saint John, NB. The hotel is located at 51 Fashion Drive on the East side, in behind Indigo Books and not far from Costco. 

Additionally, because of the current situation with COVID-19, social distancing and masks will be required. Since we’re 
not able to have our annual December holiday gathering, the November meeting will have a socially-distant social 
gathering! Expect a few treats and good conversation, so we really look forward to seeing some of you.  There really is 
lots happening with the hobby despite everything that’s going on so that means there’s plenty to talk about. 

Fundy Coins & Collectables and the Coin Cabinet are both open to the public with measures in place to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. Do support them when you can and remember you can buy from them online via eBay too. 

In fact,  there’s big news for both of these dealers. As Steve announced at our last meeting, Fundy Coins is moving and 
restructuring. They’ll have a nice, efficient building on the West side that will undoubtedly serve their customers even 
better, if that’s possible.  The Coin Cabinet has a newly designed website. It’s very easy to use and is especially helpful 
for anyone interested in buying or selling gold or silver jewellery and bullion.  There are lots of other handy links too, so 
do check it out. 

Minutes - October 20, 2020 Meeting 

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 pm by the president with 5 members in attendance.


The minutes were accepted as read on a motion by Bob D and Bob H.


Tom delivered the Treasurer’s Report which was passed on a motion by Bob D, seconded by Bob H.


Kevin brought up that our club is looking after the APNA election this year and we’re still awaiting nominations 
to come in.


Kevin mentioned the ONA and RCNA held their annual general meetings online with a good amount of people 
attending via ZOOM. This platform is available for us if we should need it and wish to give it a try.


Tom mentioned that the dues for both the ONA and RCNA were due and a motion was passed unanimously to 
pay them.


Tom motioned that we forego our annual holiday dinner with the stamp club this year as it is just too difficult 
with the current restrictions in place at restaurants. The motion was seconded by Bob H and passed.


The Coin Cabinet collector show is cancelled for this year, but the Geoffrey Bell Auction is still on for 
November 21st.


It was brought up that people taking the RCNA correspondence course is on the rise this year. Bob H 
indicated that he would be interested in giving it a go as our club offers to reimburse 50% of the cost upon 
successful completion.
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Kevin did a presentation/quiz on grading Canadian coins and everyone did quite well.


The winner of the 50/50 draw was Bob D, receiving $12.50 and he followed that up by winning the attendance 
prize too.


Tom and Kevin delivered a very interesting presentation called Revealing the Hidden Secrets of Canadian 
Banknote Engraver Yves Baril and it was well received.


Due to the understandably small number of members present, the auction will be carried over to the next 
meeting.


The meeting adjourned at 8:16pm.


Steve Small - Secretary
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